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Travel letter 2017-no 2 

 

eaving Tyrell Bay of Carriacou on June 17 was earlier than 

expected as we told you in the last travel letter. But 

tropical wave/depression Bret was on the move across the 

Atlantic Ocean and forecasted to “travel” over mid-Grenada 

with strong winds to the north and south. So Carriacou, north 

of Grenada was in the line of some serous bad weather. 

 

As soon as we got out of the bay and headed north in the direction of 

Martinique, we encountered white caps and 15-20kn ENE winds on the nose. With our high aspect head sail 

and the engine running we tried as comfy and close-hauled as possible to 

sail in the right direction. Due to fetch (wind-waves), current and 

building seas we had to tack all the way to Martinique. We saw 

St Vincent and Saint Lucia only from afar, a shame there was 

no time to visit these islands yet. 

The sailing trip turned out as one of many trips we were used 

to when sailing in autumn in the North Sea along the coastline 

of The Netherlands (current against tide situations). Every 

time when the bow plunged into a wave, a spectacular spray rose 

up to the first spreader and clashed over the entire boat, soaking the 

one at the wheel. The only difference this time was the temperature of the air and 

sea water. At least the spray and rain showers were warm and not ice cold but still no fun at all. So we 

changed places every hour. 

 

2 days we had conquered the lumpy seas, tacking 

our way north but ended up near Diamond Rock, 

instead of the south western tip of Martinique 

near the bay of Le Marin. There was still ± 20 nm 

to go. Although we were a few miles off the 

coastline and motor sailing, those last miles 

(agains

t wind 

and 

tide) 

took-up most of the afternoon. However we had a great view of 

this part of the coastline. 

Just before we approached to enter the channel to Le Marin, a 

black sky was above us and we and Zeezwaluw got involved in a 

massive thunderstorm with a biblical downpour, which lasted 30 

minutes. We were not able to see anything farther away as 5m. 

Therefore Zeezwaluw was directed with her nose into the 35-40kn 

of gusting wind. Despite the effort of the engine, the GPS told us 

we were sailing backwards. The wind direction rotated during the 

passage of the thunderstorm to a full circle. There was an 

advantage after all. The downpour washed the salt encrusted deck 

and occupants completely and they were “fresh” again. As the saying goes; “after rain comes the sun again”, 

was luckily true for us this day. 

 

Later this memorable salty-sailing trip, we entered dressed in clean shorts and T-shirt on flat water, under a 

blue sky and a warm sun, the protected marina of Le Marin. 

It took a while before we managed/were allowed a berth in the marina for it was almost full to capacity due 

to the advancing Tropical Depression Bret. 

L 

Diamond Rock 

https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/2016-grenada-w-i-2017-juli.pdf
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But due to the state of our anchor chain (see travel letter 1-2017) we were allowed to moor along the inside 

of a hammerhead, one of the last free berths in the marina. But only for 2 days we were told by the 

marinero. We were very grateful and happy to be in a safe harbour before the weather turned bad. 

As you might assume, as soon as Zeezwaluw was safely secured to the pontoon, the cork popped out of the 

bottle and together with the nibbles we had a party for the two of us! 

To be honest, the party did not last long for we were bone tiered and 

retired to our bunk before the bottle was empty. 

 

Checking-in and shopping 
Checking-in the next morning was easy and quick. It was all done in 

approximately 10 minutes with the special computers in the marina office, by us. 

We were officially in the country now with the print-out signed and stamped by 

the marina staff. The Q-flag came down and the French courtesy flag went up. 

 

Thereafter it was time for us to go shopping for a new anchor chain. The marinero who 

assisted us the day before had told us where to find 2 chandlers on the marina 

premises. We found them both easily. Both the chandlers had the same brand 

of 10 mm galvanized chain on stock. One could deliver but the other one not 

that same afternoon. The prize difference was €3,=/m. and 

we needed 75m of chain! As respectable Dutchies (and 

other live boards do) we went for the lowest prize of 

course and luckily it was the one which was also willing to 

deliver. So at 3 P.M. the chain lay on a heap next to 

Zeezwaluw. 

The old chain came out of the dungeon and at 4.30 P.M the new chain was marked, hoisted 

onboard and secured to the anchor and down in the locker. Not a bad day’s work, we 

thought. 

Again it’s time for a well-earned sundowner. This time we had company. Jan and Doug of “SV Hanna” 

joined us. Hanna was at anchor and they came rowing to us. It was great to see each other again 

and chat about Martinique. Jan & Doug knew the island very well so we got lots of info about 

supermarkets, chandlers, car rentals, Digicel SIM-card for internet and so on. Before we knew 

J & D had to row back to Hanna, for Jan would fly to France the next day. 

 

Extra marina time for extra gadgets 
The Tropical Storm Bret came and went without bothering Martinique. If we had not known about Bret we 

would not have noticed it. The 2 days in the marina and shopping around 

learned that the prices of electronics and other boat related items were fair 

priced. They were European prices we were used to, not the sky-high ones like 

in Grenada. But we only were allowed to stay 2 days, hummm? 

 

When we explained the situation to the marina staff, that we liked to stay a 

few days longer to do some more work, they understood and allowed us to stay. 

Boats were leaving again, therefor we could stay. So, now we could buy and 

change the wind indicator mast-headset which died during the Atlantic 

Crossing a year ago. As always it was more as buying and installing the mast-

head set. After installing the new mast headset, the system would not work 

sh.t! After testing the system by the man from Pochon, it turned out the cable 

had a malfunction somewhere. More expenses and a lot more work to do. No 

sightseeing jet! 

 

 

http://www.pochon.com/
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The cable had been installed in the mast in 1982! It took a bit of persuading (cursing) to push (from the top 

of the mast) and pull (at the bottom of the keel-stepped mast underneath the floor) but the old 25m cable 

came out in one piece. It had to be done gentle for we connected the new cable to the old one, when this 

connection came apart; we were in a lot more trouble. 

After 2 hours of pulling and pushing the new cable was in place (and blisters on our hands). But ….. The 

installation foot for the masthead-set on top of the mast had changed since 1982. So the old screw holes 

were in the wrong place. Well, after another day hanging in-top of the mast, Riens had drilled new holes with 

his Dremel and placed the new mast-headset. Testing was done with crossed fingers but this time the wind 

system was working perfectly. Also the masthead-set could withstand a hurricane, Riens said! See the little 

movie about the installation, HERE. 

 

Still more work to do. During our trip to Martinique the reading of the depth sounder and speed display was 

more and more fading. The display was of the same age as the wind indicator; therefore we were not too 

surprised the display gave up the ghost almost at the same time. Luckily Pochon had a replacement display on 

stock for us as well. So another day of adjusting the hole in the 

bulkhead and connecting the many little wires before the new 

display worked smoothly and was readable! 

 

In the mean time we had bought a French SIM-card for internet 

which worked fine but only after two visits to the Digicel shop. 

Our French was as good as their English ….. but at the end got it 

sorted. The www-world was accessible again. We did some shopping 

and filled up the water tanks. Due to the 24/7 electricity we had 

in the marina we used the vacuum cleaner inside Zeezwaluw and 

doing a lot of work on the laptops. 

June 26 at noon we left the marina to go to the anchorage just 

outside the marina. The anchor fell in 5m deep water and our 

brand new chain followed smoothly. In the meantime we were able again to read the depth, speed and wind 

force. Perfect! 

 

Anchorage chores 
  

The first few days at 

anchor we had many rain 

showers and collected the 

very clean water in 

buckets to fill up the 

tanks again. 

During the rain we snuggled up inside Zeezwaluw to read a book. In 

between the rain showers we went for walks to the supermarket or 

surveyed the surrounding area. 

 

When it’s raining the way we encountered this time of year, you know if 

there is a leak somewhere….. Our forward hatch was leaking a bit as was 

our sprayhood. The sprayhood was easy, impregnating on a sunny day and 

was OK again. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nldq_JePqgU
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The kit around the glass in the hatch needed replacement after 30+ years. Together we tackled this in a day 

too and those leaking problems were solved. The 

remaining leaking spot was topside, in a part of the 

teak deck. The teak planks in that particular spot had 

become so thin over the years that they had cracked. 

To stop the leaks we had to replace some of these 

teak planks. We were able to find a shop to buy custom 

made teak-planks from. As soon as the weather 

improved the work on deck started. This is a large 

project and only doable when it’s not raining for a few days. So keep tuned about this one! 

 

Martinique information 
Next to the slave-work on Zeezwaluw we undertook several outings to discover the island. But, first a few 

dry facts for you to consume about Martinique (facts are thanks to Wikipedia) before we tell you our 

adventures. Martinique is a large island (1128 km2) to explore, for it is the largest of the Windward Islands. 

 

Christopher Columbus landed on Martinique 15 June 1502 and christened the island as “Martinica”, but Spain 

had no interest in the island at all. Columbus also charted the island. The island was occupied first by 

Arawak’s, later by Carib’s, who called it "Jouanacaëra", which means “island of the iguanas”. Later on it 

evolved into “The island of Flowers”. Finally through the influence of neighbouring island of Dominica (La 

Dominique) it came to be known as Martinique. 

Chart of Martinique 1865 Drawing of Fort Royal of 1750. Port Royal became Fort 

de France 

September 15 in 1635 Pierre Belain d’Esnambuc, French governor of the island St Kitts, landed in the 

harbour of St. Pierre with 150 French settlers after being driven off St. Kitts by the English. D'Esnambuc 

claimed Martinique for the French King Louis XIII and the French "Compagnie des Îles de l'Amérique" 

(Company of the American Islands), and established the first European settlement at Fort Saint-Pierre (now 

St. Pierre). 

In 1636, the indigenous Caribs rose against the settlers to drive them off the island in the first of many 

skirmishes. The French successfully repelled the natives and forced them to retreat to the eastern part of 

the island, on the Caravelle Peninsula in the region then known as the Capesterre. When the Carib revolted 

against French rule in 1658, the Governor Charles Houël du Petit Pré retaliated with war against them. Many 

were killed; those who survived were taken captive and expelled from the island. Some Carib had fled to 

Dominica or St. Vincent, where the French agreed to leave them at peace. 

Martinique was also occupied several times by the British including once during the Seven Years' War and 

twice during the Napoleonic Wars. Britain controlled the island almost continuously from 1794–1815, when it 

was traded back to France at the conclusion of the Napoleonic Wars. Martinique has remained a French 

possession since then. 

Martinique charta 

of 1865 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martinique
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For more historical & cultural information we refer to the Wikipedia site which is very informative to learn 

more of this beautiful island. 

 

Martinique, our impressions 
The island is totally different from Grenada. The first steps into the town Le Marin felt like being in Europe. 

French language everywhere, prizes in euros and 

shops look more or less the same as in Europe too. 

For Public transport from Le Marin to Fort the 

France the capitol is (almost) non-existent, we 

rented a car to get further afield as Le Marin. The 

first day “on wheels” we treated ourselves by going 

to Decathlon and a huge hardware shop. 

 

At Decathlon it was difficult to stop buying all 

those amazing things for there was so much we 

loved and needed. After collecting 3 pairs of shoes 

(each), bathing suits, several T-shirts & shorts, a 

strong flashlight and more little knickknacks had filled our basket to the brim. After check-out our wallet 

was very, very thin. Just a little bit of (plastic) money was left to buy a new Dremel for Riens, a 12V vacuum 

cleaner for Ineke (yes we do have some Blue and Pink jobs on Zeezwaluw) and 4 new cabin lights for 

Zeezwaluw. 

 

Before we returned to Zeezwaluw that day we strolled through one of those huge French supermarkets, the 

Carrefour. We should not have done that on an empty stomach for baguettes, pâté, croissants, cheese 

(boursin) and lots of other delicious food ended up in our basket. Very satisfied and pleased with our day 

shopping’s we drove back home. Another two days “on-wheels” to go. 

 

Once upon a time …… and new friends 
Before we tell you more about our exploration of Martinique we have to clarify how we 

met our new local friends, Monica and Patrick. When we arrive in a new place we 

normally send an email to our family and friends as soon as possible. 

That’s what we did in Martinique as well the moment our SIM-card was working. A 

few days after we had sent that message, we got one back from Jan and Mo 

Brewster (UK) friends of our friends Ann & Kevin Costello (SY Sailaway). We had 

met both couples in Cagliari, Sardinia when we wintered there in 2009-2010. 

Since those days we had stayed in email contact. 

As soon as Mo Brewster was aware we were in Martinique, he immediately contacted 

Monica in Martinique. He informed her that sailing friends from Holland were visiting her 

home country at the moment. 

 

Not much later we received an email from Monica asking if we would like to meet. Yes, of course we would. So 

a couple of days later we met at a little restaurant/bakery near the dinghy dock in Le Marin. We never had 

met before, therefor how would we recognise each other? Luckily we have WhatsApp nowadays so chatting 

and describing is easy and quick. At the first look we both knew we were looking for each other. 

At the little terrace next to the bakery we could talk about who and what. Monica turned out to be an 

English Teacher for Adults and spoke English fluently. Patrick her husband understood everything but 

speaking was a bit difficult for him. The same problem as we encountered when I tried to speak my school 

French (Ineke was taught in ‘70) while Riens never learned French in school. But we managed to keep a 

conversation going as Monique would translate when needed. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Martinique
file:///C:/Users/Gedeelde%20documenten/Ineke/Verklein%20fotos/Engelse%20site/Reisverslag/(https:/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martinique
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Because we wanted a more private meeting as the public terrace, we made an appointment for the 

next Sunday to spend some time on Zeezwaluw and having a home-made boat-lunch together. 

 

Sunday morning at 11 we met Monica and Patrick at Leader prize’ parking lot near the dinghy dock and drove 

to Zeezwaluw at anchor. Both had been sailing 

on the sailing boat of a friend several times 

but never stayed at anchor for a longer 

period. We knew they wanted to have a look 

around on a live-aboard boat. Therefore 

Zeezwaluw was cleaned in every nook and 

cranny, all loose objects stowed away to get 

her in prime condition. We even took the huge 

cockpit table out of the locker to have a 

proper table for the prepared lunch. 

 

Even the Wedgewood plates came out of the dungeon! 

 

We had prepared a combination of Tapas 

and typical Dutch food while Monica & 

Patrick brought some special treats from 

Martinique. The lunch could concur with a 

5 star Michelin restaurant as you can see 

in the picture! We had a great time 

together but before we had to take our 

guests back ashore we made an 

appointment to visit their home in 

Schœlcher near Fort the France, the next 

time we hired a car. 

 

Guided-tour in Fort de France 
The day we rented a car to go to the Yamaha dealer near FdF we made an appointment with M & P to meet at 

the Schœlcher Library in the centre of FdF. This was the start of a tour through the centre of this 

beautiful old city. We were impressed by the many very old bud well maintained buildings as well as the 

history of it. It was so special for us to be shown around and hearing the history from residents of 

Martinique. 

Schœlcher  Library  

The centre of the old town of Fort de France is built as a military Fortress. All streets run parallel and are 

divided by parallel streets in a 90 degree angle. From above it must look like a checker board. Only little 

squares of buildings. 

https://www.tripadvisor.be/Attraction_Review-g147328-d147821-Reviews-Schoelcher_Library-Fort_de_France_Arrondissement_of_Fort_de_France_Martinique.html
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The Schœlcher Library is an Eiffel design. The building stood once in France but was broken down and 

rebuild in Martinique as a tribute to the man Schœlcher who was responsible for abolition in Martinique. 

 

The building is still in use as a Library. Unlucky we, for it was closed after midday due to the holidays. 

Therefor we were only able to see it from the outside. 

Eiffel  Cathedral 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The park around fits the building and is well maintained. Next to the park and near the Library we come 

across a cathedral, which is also built by Eiffel. Its design was recognised instantly by Riens. It is a one of a 

kind masterpiece. Along the arched sides of the cathedral we meander through the small streets with tine 

colourful shops to the covert market. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The covert 

market of Fort de 

France 

 

 

 

Veggies, fruits, herbs and spices along with non-food items 

produce a lovely smell. This is the first place which remembers 

us of Saint George’s open market in Grenada. 

 

Walking along we pass the old “Hotel de Ville”, a prison and other 

huge Governmental buildings. But we come across a beautiful 

Theatre, not in use anymore. After a 2 hour walk we end up near 

the car again. 

 

  

Hôtel de Ville 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victor_Sch%C5%93lcher
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Schœlcher’s history and delicacies 
In M & P’s car we are driving with a little D-your, to their home in Schœlcher. 

They show us the statue of “Schœlcher” (1804–1893) for we did not know the 

importance of this man they inform us in a few sentences. Later on we 

googled the man’s name and learn a lot more. Once we are in the apartment 

of Monica & Patrick we have a drink and toast upon our new friendship 

while Patrick serves the special treat from Martinique he bought on the 

open market. We cannot leave before we taste Monica’s special tea and 

homemade cake. 

We had a great afternoon with our friends and are reluctant to leave. But 

then again we do not like to drive home in the dark. Just before sunset we 

arrive at the parking lot near the dinghy dock and reach Zeezwaluw in the 

last sunrays. 

 

Touring the island 
For we had not been to the most south-eastern headland of 

Martinique we drove there the next day. A beautiful 

anchorage is in front of the beach of the little town Saint 

Anne. We had heard already that cruisers prefer this 

anchorage upon the one in Le Marin were Zeezwaluw is. We 

agree to that for the scenery is adorable, no doubt about 

that. But not many boat related shops around. Again the 

reason we are anchored in Le Marin is for shopping and 

working on the boat, therefor Le Marin is the place to be for 

us. 

 

After Saint Anne we drive north along the 

eastern coastline. The small road meanders 

through tiny villages with well-maintained gardens 

around or along banana plantations and through 

woods via Le Vauclin and Le François. Near Robert 

we have a pick nick lunch at a windy and shaded 

place. Its noon and 33°C in the shade so we do not 

stop too long for the air-conditioned car is much 

more convenient! 

Once we are west of Robert we drive via B-roads 

back to Marin and the parking lot. It’s too hot to 

go for a walk to our liking and once back on the 

boat we go for a swim to cool down. 

 

A few weeks later we rent a car again to visit the 

western side of Martinique. Along the coastline we 

drove north to Saint Pierre and the volcano Mont 

Pelee at the west coast are our goal for today. 

Unknown to us till we are underway is the “Tour de 

Martinique” a smaller version of the “Tour de 

France”. In Saint Pierre roads are blocked while 

the two main roads are one-way. Passing twice the 

museum we sought to visit without finding parking 

space we decided to head for Montagne Pelé (Mont 

Pelee) instead. 

Saint Pierre, street behind the main street 

Saint Anne Anchorage 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victor_Sch%C5%93lcher
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It was a shame for the history of the old capital of 

the island is awful. There was an eruption on May 8 in 

1902, when lava and ashes covered the whole town 

and 30.000 people died because of it. Only 2 

survived. They were in prison. (Wikipedia Eng.). In 

the museum we could have found more info, but alas. 

Nevertheless we captured “the town” while driving 

through. 

 

Along the road to Mont Pelee were parked a lot of cars while people were sitting on brought chairs. We 

assumed we were driving in front of the peloton cyclists. So far nothing bothers us. Before we know we are 

at the end of the road at a restaurant’s parking place, no the top of Mont Pelee. 

Once out of the car it became 

clear to us how to reach the top 

of the volcano. Crawling along a 

steep goat path are many 

adventurers going up or down. 

Hmmmm, that’s not what we 

expected. So we did not bring 

mountains shoes or walking sticks 

with us nor water or sandwiches 

 

Well Riens said; ”Lets buy French 

fries and a coffee in the 

restaurant. We can enjoy eating 

while sitting outside and looking at 

the people climbing up and down”. 

That’s what we did. The view was 

exceptional due to a passing rain 

shower. Dark clouds drifting over 

the hilltops and hide the volcano 

for a while. To us it looked mystical. Have a look at the pictures. 

 View downhill from   the parking lot

Driving downhill again a reassign attracted our attention. The sign was the starting point of a various hikes 

and the lean-to explained more about the flowers, plants, fruits and animals living in the hiking area. When 

we were looking around we saw a tree with a weird plant growing (feeding off) it 

 

seaSaint Pierre, Main Street along the  street 
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The information shed Hiking area the weird plant 

Does anyone know what kind it is? The rest of the trip back home was event-less unless you find finally 

waiting for the “peloton of Tour de Martinique” passing by, an event. 

 

Wonders of Le Marin anchorage 
We normally parked the dinghy at the marina dock or at Leaders Prize’ dinghy dock. Those are “just” dinghy 

docks. We were taken aback when we drove for the first time to the sailmakers dinghy dock. The entrance 

to this dock is buoyed from the anchorage out (do not skip a buoy). Once you are beyond the buoys and 

sandbar you end up in a small river overgrown with mangroves and flowering trees. You would not suspect this 

so close to an anchorage and a big city. It is as beautiful as you see in the pictures, no photo shopping! 

 

Our own beauty near the anchorage, river to chandler Yes and the sailmaker

  

The second surprise was the floating dock for sailboats, mostly used by 

catamarans from the charter company’s in Le Marin. To see it sink before a 

boat drives-in, tying-off inside and rise again, while spewing out the 

seawater the boat rises bit by bit. When all the water is out, the boat 

sits on supports and the workers come in immediately. Mostly in a week 

the work is done and the boat sails to freedom again. We never saw 

these floating dock’s for pleasure craft before. 
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After a cycling tour we enjoyed a “Tour de Yoles” in Martinique. This special 7day-sailing event is once a 

year. The sailing tour goes in dayhops all around Martinique. The competing boats are of wood handmade in 

Martinique. They have no engine, no keel or rudder but a long oar and only one square sail. These boats are 

sailed by 14 highly skilled sailors. Each competing boat is from a different town in Martinique. 

We acquired a schedule of this event from our friends Monica and Patrick for Le Marin was a finish and 

starting place in this event. 

Tour de Yoles in Le Marin 

  

At day 2, Le Marin was the finish place in front of the town beach. We 

were anchored in that area so at a prime spot! It was not difficult to 

know when the first boat was approaching. Many fast speedboats circling 

around while many catamarans with huge flags and paying guest were 

following in the wake of the winner. A helicopter of the National TV was 

in the air so all was covered.  

 

Riens and I were sitting on the 

foredeck with the cameras ready to 

capture this event. In the mean time we had to fend off several motor 

yachts drifting next and in front of us or trying to anchor. Luckily no real 

problem happened. We were able to shoot some beautiful pictures during 

the finish and the start the next day. The pictures speak for themselves as 

you see. 
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Departure from Martinique during hurricane season 
After 9 weeks in Martinique it was time to leave to explore new territory we thought. But since the first of 

June it is hurricane season and there have been already quite a few tropical waves and depressions. 

Therefore we had to watch the weather forecasts carefully to have a safe 4-day sail to Bonaire. 

 

As we were preparing Zeezwaluw for this trip Tropical storm Harvey was approaching but Martinique was not 

in trouble this time. At the anchorage we experienced only 32kn of wind so not too much. 

A few days after Harvey the weather charts show no new hurricanes or depressions approaching from the 

Atlantic Ocean to the Caribbean. Therefor once the sea had calmed down we left quickly before new trouble 

was brewing on the horizon! 

 

August 23 in the late afternoon we left the anchorage and managed to raise the sails and just 

before sunset we were outside the bay in deep-water again. It was great to sail again in 

downwind gentle 17kn breeze. Bonaire, here we come! 

 

Riens and Ineke Elswijk at SY Zeezwaluw 


